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Abstract: Cellular text electronic messaging services area unit progressively being relied upon to broadcast 

crucial data throughout emergencies. Accordingly, a good vary of organizations together with faculties and 

universities currently partner with third-party suppliers that promise to improve physical security by apace 

delivering such messages. Sadly, these products don't work as publicized because of limitations of cellular 

infrastructure and thus give a false sense of security to their users. During this perform the primary extensive 

investigation associate degreed characterization of the restrictions of an Emergency Alert System (EAS) 

mistreatment text messages as a security incident response mechanism. To show emergency alert systems designed 

on text electronic messaging not solely will meet the ten minute delivery requirement mandated by the WARN Act, 

however conjointly doubtless cause different voice and SMS traffic to be blocked at rates upward of 80 percent. 

Show that the results area unit representative of reality by scrutiny them to variety of documented however not 

previously understood failures. Finally, to analyze a targeted electronic messaging mechanism as a way of with 

efficiency mistreatment presently deployed infrastructure and third-party EAS. In thus doing to demonstrate that this 

progressively deployed security infrastructure will not deliver the goods it is expressed needs for giant populations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cellular networks are lot of turning into the primary communication throughout emergencies. Riding the widely 

management perception that text electronic communication can be a reliable method of quickly distributing 

messages, associate outsized vary of colleges. Universities and municipalities have spent tens of millions of 

greenbacks to deploy third-party EAS over cellular systems. However, this security incident response and recovery 

mechanism just does not work as publicized .Through modeling, a series of experiments and corroborating evidence 

from real-world tests, Shown that these networks cannot meet the 10 minute alert goal mandated by the final public 
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EAS charter and so the WARN Act. Moreover, incontestable that the extra text messaging traffic generated by third-

party EAS will cause congestion at intervals the network and can most likely block upward of eighty p.c of ancient 

requests, probably including calls between emergency responders or the final public to 9-1-1 services. Consequently, 

it is vital that legislators, technologists, and so the final public understand the fundamental limitations of this 

mechanism to safeguard physical security and public safety that future solutions are altogether evaluated before 

they're deployed. 

The global position system (GPS) has become a customary functionality in hand-held devices, and thus, several 

location-tracking applications square measure developed, including continuous location-tracking For EAS. GPS is 

used to induce the location information of a target (e.g., a mobile device). However, most of the applications works 

used either Associate in Nursing 802.11 wireless network or the short message service (SMS) to transmit the 

location information. A novel methodology referred to as location-based delivery (LBD), mixes SMS and GPS, is 

planned, and further, a sensible system to perform precise location pursuit is developed. Satisfactorily maintains the 

location tracking accuracy with relatively fewer messages. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Well-defined SMS format: 

 The mobile requests its location from the positioning system periodically and sends it through the communication 

network to the server, (Who are near in accident).A location based service is an information service that can be 

accessed using the mobile device through the mobile network and utilizes the ability to make use of geographical 

positions of the mobile device. The user can request the location of an Accident place. 

GPS: 

Every time the mobile phone updates the user location in the server, it requests the location of the user from the 

GPS. The GPS determines the longitude and the latitude (geographical) and sends them to the mobile phone. 

Server  

The server receives users alert message after receiving the message, the server side that is  Traffic Monitoring 

Centre(TMC) check the what type of message it is any emergency ,after checking make to find an corresponding 

location of the accident place through GPS, and after founding the location to make an call to the corresponding 

service. 

GSM and Database 

The database contains all users subscribed in the service with their receiving message, (received message will stored 

in database) after receiving the messages, we are finding the location of the corresponding accident location. 

GSM modem is a specialized type of modem which accepts a SIM card, and operates over a subscription to a mobile 

operator, just like a mobile phone. From the mobile operator perspective, a GSM modem looks just like a mobile 

phone. Importing the comm Driver and connecting the Modem to the PC with serial port. 
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CONCLUSION 

Tracking Services based on geographic coordinates as well as location information are increasing the business 

region steadily and it assembles the location and presents it on geographic map. The geographic relevance 

concerning information turn out to be an imperative service eminence and notion of user location comprise not 

merely geographical position of user but moreover circumstances of mobility. The global position system has turn 

out to be a general functionality in handheld procedure, and consequently, quite a lot of location-tracking 

applications were developed include constant location-tracking of Emergency Alert System. LBS are a service that 

makes available location-based information towards mobile users. 

Future work: 

In this evaluation, we have assumed that a target moves erratically at low speed. Thus, the proposed LBD finds 

potential applications for elderly care and childcare. In addition, LBD is used in car monitoring and tracking 

applications because it works under the condition that the target moves at a high speed. However, further studies are 

required to verify these applications. A notable limitation is that LBD can only track one target at a time. We extend 

this work for future studies on monitoring multiple targets simultaneously by taking into account additional value-

added services. 
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